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Phonemes can be more or less phonologically similar to one another:

(1) a. d(m, n) < d(m, t)
b. d(m, t) < d(m, a)
c. d(i, j) < d(i,w)

Words can also be more or less phonologically similar to one another.

(2) a. d(tin, teen) < d(tin, tune)
b. d(tin, dune) < d(tin,mood)
c. d(band, pan) < d(band, banana)

Why might we want to characterize this similarity/distance? And how could
we do so?

Motivations for Phonological Similarity/Distance

Here are some tasks that motivate phonological similarity:1 1 Vilém Zouhar, Kalvin Chang, Chenxuan
Cui, Nathaniel Carlson, Nathaniel Robinson,
Mrinmaya Sachan, and David Mortensen.
Pwesuite: Phonetic word embeddings and
tasks they facilitate, 2024

• Cognate/loanword detection [Rama, 2016, Nath et al., 2022b,a]. Along
with semantic similarity, phonetic similarity measured in some latent trans-
formation of articulatory features suggests cognacy or lexical borrowing.
This will be the basis of your final mini-project.

• Multilingual named entity recognition [Bharadwaj et al., 2016, Chaud-
hary et al., 2018]. Phonological similarity enables cross-lingual transfer for
named entity recognition since named entities will likely bear pronuncia-
tion similarities across languages.

• Keyphrase extraction [Ray Chowdhury et al., 2019, Fahd Saleh Alotaibi
and Gupta, 2022]. Keyphrase extraction from Tweets for disaster relief
can leverage phonological similarity to take advantage of the tendency for
orthographic variants of the same word across different Tweets to share
similar pronunciations.

• Spelling correction [Tan et al., 2020, Zhang et al., 2021]. Imbuing word
embeddings with pronunciation similarity helps in correcting typing mis-
takes by substituting words with their phonetic transcription and similar-
sounding words. Another approach is to pretrain a spelling-correction
model on phonetic units.

• Phonotactic learning [Mirea and Bicknell, 2019, Romero and Salamea,
2021]. Phonetic information is a necessary part in deriving phonotactic
patterns and vector representations.
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• Multimodal word embeddings [Zhu et al., 2020, 2021]. Phonetic and
syntactic information can be incorporated into semantic word embeddings.

• Spoken language understanding [Chen et al., 2018, 2021, Fang et al.,
2020]. Training with phoneme embeddings can reduce errors from confus-
ing phonetically similar words in automatic speech recognition so that such
errors do not propagate to downstream natural language understanding
tasks.

• Language identification [Zhan et al., 2021, Salesky et al., 2021] Phono-
logical similarity helps in distinguishing between languages and their
identification.

• Poetry generation [Talafha and Rekabdar, 2021, Yi et al., 2018] Word
sounds and their pronunciations are critical for poetry and incorporation
of this information helps in automatic poetry generation.

• Linguistic analysis [Hamilton et al., 2016, Ryskina et al., 2020] Apart from
direct applications, there exist many investigations and analyses on what
phonological and phonetic features are encoded by speakers. Phonological
word similarity provides one tool by which this can be studied.

Distance Functions for Phonemes

It is possible to characterize the similarity/distance between phonemes using
both a priori and empirical methods.

A Priori Distance Functions

A priori methods of estimating similarity typically involve phonological fea-
tures or phonetic properties. For example, to compute the distance between
two phonemes, one might take the feature vectors for the two phonemes, con-
vert the to binary/boolean vectors, and take the Hamming distance2). For 2 Hamming distance is the sum of the

element-wise comparisons between two
vectors (ai ̸= bi yields 1, ai = bi yields 0

example, /t/ and /n/ differ in exactly two features ([voice] and [sonorant]) so
the Hamming distance between them is 2.

Empirically-Driven Distance Functions

It is also possible to learn similarity based on distribution (via phoneme em-
beddings). The intuition, in the cases, is that sounds that are similar occur in
similar contexts3. These embeddings can be produced by algorithms similar 3 Miikka P. Silfverberg, Lingshuang Mao,

and Mans Hulden. Sound analogies with
phoneme embeddings. In Gaja Jarosz,
Brendan O’Connor, and Joe Pater, editors,
Proceedings of the Society for Computation
in Linguistics (SCiL) 2018, pages 136–144,
2018. DOI: 10.7275/R5NZ85VD. URL
https://aclanthology.org/W18-0314

to those used to learn static word embeddings.

Distance Functions for Words

Much of the time, we are interested in characterizing how far two words are
from one another, not how far two sounds are from one another. This is a way

https://aclanthology.org/W18-0314
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of doing this based on articulatory feature vectors (using a generalization of
Levensthein distance) or using a variety of embedding approaches (which are
summarized in 4). 4 Vilém Zouhar, Kalvin Chang, Chenxuan

Cui, Nathaniel Carlson, Nathaniel Robinson,
Mrinmaya Sachan, and David Mortensen.
Pwesuite: Phonetic word embeddings and
tasks they facilitate, 2024

A Priori Distance Functions

It is possible to define a distance function, based on the algorithm for Lev-
enshtein distance, for computing the distances between word (as matrices of
feature values).

Ai,j(x, x′) = min


Ai−1,j(x, x′) + d(x)
Ai,j−1(x, x′) + i(x′)
Ai−1,j−1(x, x′) + s(xi, x′j)

A(x, x′) = A|x|,|x′|(x, x′) (1)

Where s is defined, roughly, as the Hamming distance between vectors:

s(x, x′) = 1
24

24∑
i=1

|a(x)i − a(x′)i| (2)

This kind of distance metric is called FEATURE DISTANCE, FEATURE
EDIT DISTANCE, or ARTICULATORY DISTANCE. This metric treats all
features as having the same weight, which may not be desirable.

This approach has some significant downsides: feature distance is not dif-
ferentiable. It is also not terrible efficient computationally since it cannot be
reduced to matrix multiplication and therefore cannot really take advantage
of GPUs.

Phonetic Word Embeddings

Phonetic word embeddings5 are dense vector representation s of words such 5 “Phonetic word embeddings” are really
phonological word embeddings, but some-
one used the former terminology once and it
stuck.

that, if two words are phonologically similar, they will have similar embed-
dings. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

fmotion
/moʊʃən/

ocean
/oʊʃən/

soybean
/sɔɪbin/

m
o

s

Figure 1: Embedding function f projects
words in various forms (left) to a vector
space (right) such that words with a similar
pronunciation (e.g., ocean and motion)
are closer than words with a dissimilar
pronunciation (e.g., ocean and soybean).

Here are a variety of approaches to this problem, pasted almost verbatim
from [Zouhar et al., 2024]:

Poetic Sound Similarity Parrish [2017] learns word embeddings capturing
pronunciation similarity for poetry generation for words in the CMU Pro-
nouncing Dictionary. First, each phoneme is mapped to a set of phonetic
features F using the function P2F : ΣA → 2F . From the sequence of sets
that each sequence of phonemes maps to, bi-grams of phonetic features are
created (using Cartesian product × between sets ai and ai+1) and counted.
The function CountVec outputs these bi-gram counts in a vector of constant
dimension. The resulting vector is then reduced using PCA to the target
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embedding dimension d.

W2F(x) = ⟨P2F(xi)|xi ∈ x⟩ (array) (3)

F2V(a) = CountVec.
( ∪
1≤i≤|a|−1

ai × ai+1
)

(4)

fPAR = PCAd({F2V(W2F(x))|x ∈ W}) (5)

The function fPAR can provide embeddings even for words unseen during
training. This is because the only component dependent on the training data
is the PCA over the vector of bigram counts, which can also be applied to new
vectors.

phoneme2vec Fang et al. [2020] do not use hand-crafted features and
learn phoneme embeddings using a more complex, deep-learning, model.
They start with a gold sequence of phonemes (xi) and a noisy sequence of
phonemes (yi). The phonemes are one-hot encoded in matrices X and Y. The
gold sequence is first read by an LSTM model, yielding the initial hidden state
h0. From this hidden state, the phonemes (ŷi) are decoded using teacher forc-
ing (upon predicting ŷi, the model receives the correct xi as the input). The
phoneme embedding matrix V is trained jointly with the model weights and
constitutes the embedding function.

h0 = LSTM(XV) (6)

Lp2v = −
∑

0<i≤|y|

log softmax(LSTM(Y<iV)yi) (7)

For a fair comparison, we average these vectors which are phoneme-level to
get word-level embeddings. In addition, in contrast to other embeddings,
these phoneme embeddings are only 50-dimensional.

Phonetic Similarity Embeddings Sharma et al. [2021] propose a vowel-
weighted phonetic similarity metric to compute similarities between words.
They then use it for training phonetic word embeddings which should share
some properties with this similarity function. This is in contrast to the pre-
vious approaches, where the embedding training is indirect, on an auxiliary
task. Given a sound similarity function SPSE, they construct a matrix of sim-
ilarity scores S ∈ R|W|×|W| such that Si,j = SPSE(Wi,Wj). On this matrix,
they use non-negative matrix factorization to learn the embedding matrix
V ∈ R|W|×d such that the following loss is minimized:

LPSE = ||S− V · VT||2 (8)

Then, the i-th row of V contains the embedding for i-th word from W . A
critical disadvantage of this approach is that it cannot be used for embedding
new words because the matrix V would need to be recomputed again. We
apply the sound similarity function SPSE, defined specifically for English, to all
evaluation languages.
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Count-based Vectors Perhaps the most straightforward way of creating a
vector representation for a sequence of input characters or phonemes x ∈ Σ∗

is simply counting n-grams in this sequence. We use a term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) vectorizer of 1-, 2-, and 3-grams (formally
denoted [x]n) across the input sequence of symbols (e.g. characters) with a
maximum of 300 features. This vector then becomes our word embedding.
For instance, the first dimension may be the TF-IDF score or occurrence
count of the bigram ⟨/dɪn/, /a/⟩.

C2V(x) = [x]1 ∪ [x]2 ∪ [x]3 (features) (9)
fcount(x) = TF-IDFfeat

ures=d({C2V(x)|x ∈ W}) (10)

Autoencoder Another common approach, though less interpretable, for
vector representation with fixed dimension size is an encoder-decoder au-
toencoder. Specifically, we use this architecture together with forced-teacher
decoding and use the bottleneck vector as the phonetic word embedding. In
an ideal case, the fixed-size bottleneck contains all the information to recon-
struct the whole sequence from Σ∗.

fθ(x) = LSTM(x|θ) (encoder) (11)
dθ′(x) = LSTM(x|θ′) (decoder) (12)

Lauto.=
∑

0<i≤|x|

− log softmax(dθ′(fθ(x)|x<i)xi) (13)

Metric Learning As one means of generating word embeddings, we use
the last hidden state of an LSTM-based model. We use characters ΣC, IPA
symbols ΣP and articulatory feature vectors as the input.

We now have a function f that produces a vector for each input word.
However, it is not yet trained to produce vectors encoding phonetic infor-
mation. We, therefore, define the following differentiable loss where A is the
articulatory distance.

Ldist. =
1

|W|
∑
xa∈W
xb∼W

(
||fθ(xa)− fθ(xb)||2

− A(xa, xb)
)2

(14)

This forces the embeddings to be spaced in the same way as the articulatory
distance (A) would space them. Metric learning (learning a function to space
output vectors similarly to some other metric) has been employed previously
[Yang and Jin, 2006, Bellet et al., 2015, Kaya and Bilge, 2019] and was used to
train acoustic embeddings by Yang and Hirschberg [2019].

Triplet Margin loss While the previous approach forces the embeddings to
be spaced exactly as by the articulatory distance function A, we may relax the
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constraint so only the structure (ordering) is preserved. This is realized by
triplet margin loss:

Ltriplet = max


0
α + |fθ(xa)− fθ(xp)|
−|fθ(xa)− fθ(xn)|

(15)

We consider all possible ordered triplets of distinct words (xa, xp, xn) such
that A(xa, xp) < A(xa, xn). We refer to xa as the anchor, xp as the positive
example, and xn as the negative example. We then minimize Ltriplet over all
valid triplets. This allows us to learn θ for an embedding function fθ that pre-
serves the local neighbourhoods of words defined by A(x, x′). In addition,
we modify the function fθ by applying attention to all hidden states extracted
from the last layer of the LSTM encoder. This allows our model to focus
on phonemes that are potentially more useful when trying to summarize
the phonetic information in a word. A related approach was used by Yang
and Hirschberg [2019] to learn acoustic word embeddings. Although con-
trastive learning is a more intuitive approach, it yielded only negative results:(
exp(|fθ(xa)− fθ(xp)|2)

)
/
(∑

exp(|fθ(xa)− fθ(xn)|2)
)
.

Though metric learning and triplet margin loss have been applied previ-
ously to similar applications, we are the first to apply them using articulatory
features and articulatory distance.

Cognate Detection

COGNATES are pairs of words that are descended from the same ancestral
word.

Figure 2: Map of Ukhrul District (from
https://www.veethi.com.

Table 1 shows some examples of cognates between Ukhrul and Huishu,
two closely-related Tibeto-Burman languages of Ukhrul District, Manipur
State, India.

A few things to note:

(3) a. The forms are phonologically similar
b. There are systematic relationships between the forms. For ex-

ample, word-final /a/ in Ukhrul corresponds to word-final /e/ in
Huishu. Likewise, Huishu /ʔ/ corresponds to word-final /t/ or /k/
in Ukhrul.

c. Even when the meanings of the words are not identical, they are
related (e.g., ‘jump’ and ‘fly’ or ‘cry’ and ‘weep).

Two baselines for detecting cognates:

(4) a. Rank potential candidates according their string edit distance
(least to greatest) from the input form

https://www.veethi.com
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Ukhrul Huishu

ʃa thick se thick

ka climb ke climb

riŋ alive rɐŋ alive

tsik black tsoʔ black

tsa eat (e.g. rice) tse eat

rit heavy rejʔ heavy

sar old sa old

kʰa bitter kʰe bitter

tsat walk tsejʔ walk

paj jump pej fly

rak weave roʔ weave

cap cry tsaʔ weep

Table 1: Some Ukhrul-Huishu cognates

b. Rank potential candidates according to similarity between their
bag-of-words representation of their glosses and that of the input
gloss.
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